One job. One schedule. One PO.

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION
FOR FORD CNG TRUCKS
WITH SERVICE BODIES
If you’re looking for a more efficient, effective way to add natural gas-powered
Ford trucks with service bodies to your fleet, turn to us.
Westport, the largest, most experienced and trusted name in natural gas
engines and fuel systems, has teamed with top service body manufacturers
to deliver a simple, seamless solution for CNG-compatible service bodies.
Instead of juggling multiple vendors and production schedules, you can order with confidence through Westport.
We stabilize the vehicle supply chain by managing the entire process… from specifications and procurement,
to manufacturing and delivery. That means just one job, one schedule, and one PO for you.

BUILT-IN CNG STORAGE

The front cabinet accommodates a standard 21” x 60”, 23 GGE
(gasoline gallon equivalent) Westport WiNG™ Power System tank with
easy access for re-fueling.

MORE BED SPACE

Locating the CNG tank in the front cabinet frees up valuable bed space
to configure the service body that meets your on-the-job requirements.

SINGLE VENDOR VISIBILITY

Westport manages all the logistics and scheduling, so you always have
visibility on your vehicles as they move through the production process.

SHIP-THRU LOGISTICS

Once your trucks are completed, Westport puts the vehicles directly into
the Ford ship-thru system (Code 316) for Pre-Delivery Inspection at your
Ford dealer.

STREAMLINED INVOICING

You’ll receive one, consolidated invoice for the Westport WiNG
Power System and service body from Westport.

Plus, you’ll have the confidence of working with the largest Qualified Vehicle Modifier developer and
installer in Ford’s QVM program. The Westport WiNG Power System meets all Ford OEM safety testing
requirement and the Ford vehicle warranty remains intact.
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